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Towards Better Representation Learning in the Absence
of Sufficient Supervision
Arman Rahbar

Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Chalmers University of Technology |University of Gothenburg

Abstract

We focus on the problem of learning representations from data in the situation
where we do not have access to sufficient supervision such as labels or feature
values. This situation can be present in many real-world machine learning
tasks. We approach this problem from different perspectives summarized as
follows.

First, we assume there is some knowledge already available from a different
but related task or model, and aim at using that knowledge in our task of
interest. We perform this form of knowledge transfer in two different but
related ways: i. using the knowledge available in kernel embeddings to improve
the training properties of a neural network, and ii. transferring the knowledge
available in a large model to a smaller one. In the former case, we use the
recent theoretical results on training of neural networks and a multiple kernel
learning algorithm to achieve a high performance in terms of both optimization
and generalization in a neural network.

Next, we tackle the problem of learning appropriate data representations
from an online learning point of view in which one should learn incrementally
from an incoming source of data. We assume that the whole feature set of a
data input is not always available, and seek a way to learn efficiently from a
smaller set of feature values. We propose a novel online learning framework
which builds a decision tree from a data stream, and yields highly accurate
predictions, competitive with classical online decision tree learners but with a
significantly lower cost.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The success of machine learning methods including deep neural networks and
linear models like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is highly dependant on
the type of data features (also referred to as data representation) they use. A
feature is a single descriptive aspect of a data point. For instance, assume we
would like to predict if an email is spam or not (known as spam detection).
Then a potential set of features is the frequencies of certain terms in the email
body. Traditionally, in order to find relevant features from data, machine
learning practitioners used to get help from domain experts. This classical
way of finding features is called feature/representation engineering. Feature
engineering can be highly expensive in both the required time and human effort.
To address this challenge, there has been a lot of effort to substitute the feature
engineering process with feature/representation learning [1] which refers to
a set of methods that automatically find representations from data. Feature
selection (i.e., selecting a subset of available features) can also be viewed as a
special type of representation learning.

Representation learning can be conducted in both supervised and unsuper-
vised ways. Similar to any other machine learning procedure, in supervised
representation learning, we aim at learning a proper representation from data
inputs together with their target variables (e.g., labels), whereas in the unsu-
pervised setting the representations are learned without the target data.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [2], [3] and Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) [4] are common methods used for unsupervised learning of
representations. Unsupervised representation learning can also be implemented
using neural networks. One of the most popular unsupervised neural networks
for representation learning is Autoencoder [5]. Deep neural networks are also
widely used for supervised representation learning, and are applicable in many
applications such as Computer Vision, Speech Recognition, etc.

Representation learning can also be of a very high importance in the online
learning setting where data points arrive in the form of a data stream and
should be processed rapidly. In this setting, we are generally interested in
feature selection. Most of the works in online feature selection (e.g., [6] and
[7]) focus on the streaming features setting. Streaming features mean that the

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

features arrive sequentially, and we have a fixed number of training examples.
On the other hand, works like [8] and [9] consider feature selection from a
sequence of training examples. For instance, the work in [8] uses an online
perceptron algorithm, and selects the features with highest weights in each
time step.

In this thesis, we consider a specific setting for representation learning. In
particular, we aim at learning proper representations from data when sufficient
supervision is not available. We tackle this problem in a few different ways.
One possible approach is using knowledge transfer. Inspired by the recent
theoretical results in [10], we investigate knowledge transfer in two different
settings. First, we consider transferring the knowledge available from kernels
and neural embeddings to improve the training and generalization properties
of neural networks. We study this setting in the appended [Paper I]. The
second knowledge transfer approach we use for representation learning is based
on the Student-Teacher scheme. In this scheme, the knowledge learned in a
large model (the teacher) is distilled into a smaller model (the student). In the
appended [Paper II], we introduce a new framework for knowledge transfer in
neural networks and analyze it.

Finally, we consider interactive learning methods. Specifically, we aim at
finding the most valuable features to learn from data streams. In the appended
[Paper III], we propose a novel and efficient framework for learning an online
decision tree. Our online decision tree learning method has several advantages
over previous ones. This framework can be effective in the online learning
settings where it is not always possible to access all feature values in the
incoming data points.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we will briefly introduce some of the concepts and methods
used throughout this thesis.

2.1 Neural networks and kernels

Neural networks have empirically shown to be very successful in different
machine learning tasks from classification and regression to object detection
[11] and recommender systems [12]. Despite their huge success, neural networks
have not been theoretically well understood. However, recently there has been
a line of work which tries to theoretically analyze the training behavior and
generalization properties of neural networks. In this thesis, we exploit these
results together with kernel methods to achieve a higher performance in terms
of both generalization and optimization in a neural network. In what follows,
we first provide an overview of a recent theoretical result that sheds new light
on explaining the training behavior of neural networks. We continue with an
introduction to kernels, and describe how we benefit from them to improve the
training procedure in a neural network.

2.1.1 Theoretical results for optimization and generaliza-
tion in neural networks

The work in [13], with cleverly designed experiments, shows that the traditional
theory (e.g., VC-dimension and Rademacher complexity) may fail to explain
the very good generalization of neural networks. They showed that a deep
neural network can easily fit a random set of labels (instead of true labels)
meaning that the network can reach zero error on training data even when
using random labels, but the generalization error would definitely go high with
this kind of randomization. This observation implies that the capacity of a deep
neural network is enough to memorize the whole data set. The slight difference
when training on random labels is that the training time is higher compared to
that of true labels. They argue that the results of their experiments prevent
the classic theory to explain the generalization in neural networks. Moreover,
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6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

they found out that the role of regularization in the generalization error of
neural networks is not well explained by the traditional theory.

The study in [10] theoretically analyzes both optimization and generalization
properties of neural networks. In particular, inspired by the findings in [13],
they answer two fundamental questions about neural networks:

• Why do true labels result in a faster rate of convergence when using
gradient descent than random labels?

• What is the complexity measure that differentiates the true set of labels
and random ones?

The authors of [10] consider a neural network with one hidden layer and
the ReLU activation function. Specifically, they analyze the following neural
network:

f(x) =

m∑

k=1

ak√
m
σ(wT

k x), (2.1)

where {wk}mk=1 are the weights of the hidden layer which has m units, σ(. )
is the activation function, {ak}mk=1 are the weights of output layer, and are
fixed. The network is trained with randomly initialized gradient descent with
a quadratic loss over a data set S = {(xi, yi)}ni=1. Precisely, the optimization
problem is:

min
{wk}m

k=1

∑

i

(yi − f(xi))
2. (2.2)

The analysis is based on a Gram matrix defined over a set of data points
{xi}ni=1:

H∞
i,j := Ew∼N (0,I)[x

T
i xj1{wTxi ≥ 0,wTxj ≥ 0}]

=
xT
i xj(π − arccos (xT

i xj))

2π
.

(2.3)

The results in [10] answer the above mentioned questions by a spectral analysis of
H∞. Their analysis enables us to distinguish the convergence rates for different
sets of labels. In particular, they found out that to achieve a faster rate of
convergence, we want the projections of the label vector on top eigenvectors of
H∞ to be bigger.

In addition, they provide a bound on the generalization error which is
controlled by: √

2yT (H∞)−1y

n
, (2.4)

where y is the label vector. More details can be found in appended [paper II].

In this thesis, we experimentally investigate the implications of the theor-
etical results mentioned above to deeper networks with the help of (kernel)
feature representations. In the following, we introduce the notion of kernel
(adapted from [14]), and explain how one can use them to produce new features
for data points.
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Figure 2.1: Feature extraction

2.1.2 Kernels

In a general learning setup, there is no assumption about the space X where
input comes from. However, in many learning algorithms like Support Vector
Machine (SVM) or Lasso/Ridge regression it is assumed that the input features
come from X = Rd for some integer d > 0. To be specific, for example for SVM,
the output of the learning algorithm is an element of the following hypotheses
space (here a collection of functions):

H = {x 7→ wTx+ b|w ∈ Rd, b ∈ R} (2.5)

So to make predictions on data that are not originally in Rd we need to
somehow map them to Rd for some d. Therefore, in a sense, we wish to do
feature extraction which is schematically shown in Figure 2.1.

Formally, feature extraction introduces a feature map Φ : X → Rd. Then
the hypotheses space becomes:

H = {x 7→ wTΦ(x) + b|w ∈ Rd, b ∈ R} (2.6)

Here, there is no assumption on the space X . For example X may be a
subset of R2, but we might need other types of features to improve the learning
procedure (imagine the case where with original features we can not separate
two classes with a straight line).

But, what if we need a very large number of features? In that case, the
memory and computational cost required for learning would be very high. In
this situation kernel methods come into play. We say a learning method is
kernelized if the inputs never appear outside an inner product like Φ(xi)

TΦ(xj)
for some xi,xi ∈ X . The kernel function corresponding to a feature map Φ is
defined as:

k(xi,xj) = Φ(xi)
TΦ(xj) (2.7)

The matrix K with Kij = k(xi,xj) is called the kernel matrix (or sometimes
Gram matrix). The reason for introducing this kernel function is that it is
possible to compute k(xi,xj) without a direct access to the feature map Φ.
This is a significant computational advantage when we have a large number
of features. Probably the most well-known kernelized method is SVM, and
some important kernel functions are the Polynomial kernel, Gaussian kernel
and Quadratic kernel.

For a kernelized method, the computational cost depends on the number
of data points (not on the number features) once we have computed k(xi,xj)
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for all (xi,xj) pairs. This is known as the kernel trick. It is worth noting that
some kernels (including the Gaussian kernel) correspond to an infinite number
of features.

With this introduction to kernels, we now move on to the specific way we use
kernels in this thesis. Actually, we do not use the kernel trick, and, conversely,
we use kernels to produce new features for data points, and employ those
features directly to improve the optimization (and generalization) behavior of
a neural network.

As illustrated in section 2.1.1, the optimization and generalization properties
of a neural network is related to the data representation through the Gram
matrix H∞. So, we provide better data representations to the network to
improve both optimization and generalization. These better representations
are obtained from three specific kernels: i. the Gaussian kernel, ii. kernels
that try to mimic the representations produced by neural networks, and iii. an
optimal kernel that is designed to make the data representations align with the
label vector.

The optimal kernel mentioned above comes from the notion of kernel-target
alignment [15], [16]. Since in [10] it is suggested that we need representations
making the label vector align well with the top eigenvectors of the Gram
matrix, we might use the kernel-target alignment to produce such feature
representations.

Finally, since kernels like Gaussian kernel (and other kernels that we use in
this thesis) have infinite number of features1, we need to somehow approximate
the feature representations corresponding to a kernel. Specifically, we use two
main approximation methods which are briefly summarized below.

The first kernel feature approximation method is called random Fourier
features (RFF) [17] which constructs an explicit feature map. The constructed
feature map has a dimension much lower than the number of observations, and
at the same time the resulting inner product is close to the kernel function.
The feature map produced by RFF is randomized.

The second approximation method that we use originates from a low-
rank matrix approximation method called the Nyström method [18]. In the
Nyström method, an n× n positive semi-definite matrix (e.g., a kernel matrix)
is approximated using m available rows where m < n. This method can be
used to find a matrix Φ such that ΦΦT = K where K is the kernel matrix.
Then the rows of Φ are approximated kernel feature representations.

2.2 Knowledge transfer

A well-known technique to improve the performance of machine learning systems
is to use the knowledge we have already learned in other tasks or models. This
technique is generally known as knowledge transfer (Figure 2.2). Knowledge
transfer has been studied in many different forms and settings, and has shown
great effectiveness in many machine learning tasks including but not limited to

1The features corresponding to a kernel are sometimes called kernel embedding.
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Figure 2.2: Knowledge transfer

computer vision [19], Natural Language Processing (NLP) [20] and recommender
systems [21].

A very important type of knowledge transfer is that of privileged information
which was introduced in [22]. In privileged information, there are two learning
systems/models involved: a ”student” and a ”teacher”. The teacher is most
often a trained model, and the student will use the obtained information from
the teacher during the training process. In particular, as discussed in [22],
privileged information tries to imitate the notion of learning by humans so as
to make the process of learning by examples more efficient. So, together with
the data points and their labels (or any other target variables), the teacher
provides some additional information.

More formally, in the classical learning setting, the learner is provided
with a set of training data points in the form of pairs {(xi, yi)}ni=1. However,
in the privileged information setting, a new piece of information x∗

i is also
provided along with (xi, yi), and the training data points will be of the form
(xi,x

∗
i , yi). The ultimate goal of privileged information setting is identical

to that of classical learning: to learn a function f such that f(xnew) = ynew
for a new example (xnew, ynew). Note that the additional information is not
available in the testing phase, so it can only be used for training.

In [23], the privileged information paradigm is extended to be used in
training of neural networks. In this thesis, we introduce a knowledge transfer
framework for neural networks which can be viewed as a special case of the one
presented in [23]. We will analyze the introduced framework both theoretically
and experimentally.
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2.3 Online learning

In this thesis, we propose a novel framework for the problem of online decision
tree learning. Online learning has received a significant attention in the past
few years. The main reason behind this is the massive amount of data being
produced constantly, where one would need an efficient method to exploit this
amount of data. Previously, the main bottleneck for learning systems was the
amount of data available to the learning algorithm. As a result, the learning
procedure would be prone to overfitting due to small sample size, and a large
fraction of computational power would remain unused.

Nowadays the situation is completely different, and the bottleneck has
switched to the computational power. Therefore, we need efficient algorithms
to exploit the huge amount of data produced, and thus prevent underfitting
[24].

In what follows, we will introduce a general framework for online learning.
After that, we will discuss the previous efforts related to online learning of
decision trees, and finally we will briefly present the tools we use to develop
our online decision tree learning framework.

2.3.1 An online learning framework

In online learning, the main goal is to learn from an incoming sequence of data
points (or a data stream). In addition to learning, we most often also need to
predict something about the current data point. This prediction might be a
class label or some real-valued target variable (as in a regression problem). We
will now continue with a formal definition of the online learning problem which
is adapted from [25].

At each time (round) t, we receive data point xt ∈ X where X is called
the instance domain. In real applications, the instance domain is very often a
subset of Rd for some integer d > 1. The learning system is asked to output
some prediction ŷt for xt. Then the learning environment announces the true
prediction yt. The revealed prediction causes the learner to incur a loss l(ŷt, yt).
Generally, ŷt and yt can come from different domains, but usually the domains
are the same. The online learning paradigm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Online Learning

1: for t= 1, 2, . . . do
2: receive data point xt

3: make a prediction ŷt
4: observe the true prediction yt
5: suffer loss l(ŷt, yt)
6: end for

The ultimate goal of an online learning algorithm is to minimize the cumu-
lative loss it suffers from the start to the end of learning that is

∑T
t=1 l(ŷt, yt)

where T is the total number of rounds. But it is possible that the environment
(also sometimes called the adversary) makes the cumulative loss suffered by an
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online learning algorithm arbitrarily large. For instance, if the environment
sees the learner’s prediction, it can just produce some y that makes the loss
maximum.

In online learning literature, it is common to put some restrictions on the
problem setting in order to solve the above stated problem. One usual restriction
is to assume that the pairs (xt, yt) are generated from some hypothesis h∗ ∈ H
i.e., for all t we have yt = h∗(xt). This kind of simplification is often referred
to as the realizability assumption. With the realizability assumption the online
learning problem reduces to finding the true hypothesis h∗. Two famous online
classification algorithms that operate in this setting are the Consistent and
Halving algorithms. Both of these algorithms assume that the number of
hypotheses in H is finite i.e. |H| <∞ (see chapter 21 of [26] for details).

If the realizability assumption is not desirable, we usually make the online
learning algorithm to compete with the best hypotheses h∗ ∈ H. The notion
of regret arises from this competition, and is defined by equation (2.8).

RegretT (H) =
T∑

t=1

l(ŷt, yt)− min
h∗∈H

T∑

t=1

l(h∗(xt), yt) (2.8)

We want an online learning algorithm to incur the lowest regret possible with
respect to H. Specifically, we desire that the learning algorithm has a regret

that is a sublinear function of time, meaning that limT→∞
RegretT (H)

T = 0.

2.3.2 Online decision tree learning

Decision tree learning [27] is one of the most widely used learning algorithms
that has been employed for different learning tasks including classification
and regression. Like any other classification algorithm, a traditional (offline)
decision tree classification algorithm receives a set of n training data points
{(xi, yi)}ni=1 where xi is the feature vector and yi is the associated label. The
goal of a decision tree classifier is to learn a function f in the form of a decision
tree that is able to accurately predict the label y of a future feature vector x.
This means that ideally we want f(x) = y. A decision tree is a tree whose nodes
represent a test on a feature, and a leaf node corresponds to one of the possible
classes. The tree is learned using a particular criterion. Specifically, we build
the tree recursively by substituting the leaves with a test node. The feature
for the new test node is the one that works best according to the criterion.

But with the procedure described above it is impossible to learn a decision
tree in an online manner from a data stream as it is required that all training
data points are available at the time of learning. To remedy this problem, there
has been a line of work starting with the Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT)
algorithm [24], and continuing with Concept-adapting Very Fast Decision
Tree (CVFDT) [28] and Extremely Fast Decision Tree (EFDT) [29]. Both
CVFDT and EFDT are built based on VFDT but with minor improvements.
In particular CVFDT tries to learn a decision tree in a concept-drifting2

2We say that a data stream has concept drift if the dependency of labels to features
changes over time.
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environment, and EFDT introduces a modification to VFDT that improves
its performance and efficiency. We continue with an overview of the VFDT
algorithm.

The main idea behind VFDT is to use the Hoeffding bound [30], [31] in
order to choose the features to be tested at each node. The Hoeffding bound
bounds the mean of a random variable based on its observations. Specifically,
suppose we have made N independent observations of a random variable X
with range R, and the empirical mean of these observations is X̄. Based on the
Hoeffding bound the true mean of X is at least X̄ − ϵ with probability 1− δ,
where:

ϵ =

√
R2 log(1/δ)

2N
(2.9)

VFDT uses this bound in a clever way. Suppose M(Xi) is the criterion
used to determine the test features at each node. The goal here is to be certain
with a high probability that the feature chosen using N training examples is
the same feature as the one chosen with the whole data set. Assuming that we
want to maximize M , let X1 and X2 be the first and second best features in
terms of M with N training samples for which we denote the averages with
M̄(X1) and M̄(X2). Let ∆M̄ = M̄(X1)− M̄(X2) ≥ 0. Then with a desired δ,
Hoeffding bound assures that X1 is the best feature with probability 1− δ if
∆M̄ > ϵ. So for a node in the decision tree we need to collect training samples
until ∆M̄ > ϵ. Then we can split that node with a high confidence using the
best feature. Training samples arriving after that will be used to determine the
best feature at a lower level. In [24], it is shown that VFDT learns trees that
are asymptotically arbitrarily close (with a particular definition of closeness)
to the ones learned by a traditional batch learner.

Despite its many advantages, VFDT has some limitations. The most
important limitation of VFDT is that it does not comply with the online
learning paradigm introduced in Section 2.3.1. Specifically, in Algorithm 1,
we require the learner to observe the true prediction only after the prediction
has been made, but in order to use the VFDT algorithm we need both data
point and true prediction. So the VFDT algorithm and its successors are not
completely online. Moreover, VFDT requires that all feature values of data
points are present for learning. However, in real-world applications it is common
that querying features is costly. For instance, conducting certain medical tests
can be very expensive. In this thesis, we introduce a new framework for online
learning of decision trees that tackles these limitations in the sense that i. it
completely acts in accordance with the learning paradigm in Algorithm 1, and
ii. it aims at making accurate predictions with a low cost.

2.3.3 Decision making with adaptive information acquisi-
tion

As mentioned above, our decision tree learning framework completely follows
the online learning framework in Section 2.3.1. Our contribution mainly focuses
on making the prediction (line 3 of Algorithm 1) with a low cost. To this
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aim, we employ a line of work that designs an adaptive policy to identify
an unknown target variable (e.g., a label). The identification of the target
variable is done by sequentially querying tests and observing their outcomes.
In particular, in this problem, one tries to find the best hypothesis with a
sequence of observations. As an example, assume we would like to find the
most accurate diagnosis through a set of costly medical observations. Then,
different medical observations would constitute the set of tests, and the set
of all different diagnoses is the hypotheses set. This problem which has been
studied in different domains (e.g., [32], [33]) can be categorized into two settings:
noiseless and noisy [34]. In the noiseless case, it is assumed that the outcome
of a test is completely determined if the true hypothesis is known.

More formally, let H = {h1, h2, . . . , hn} be the set of all possible hypotheses.
We also have B different tests available which are in a set T = {1, 2, . . . , B}.
Each of these B tests would result in a cost. Specifically, a test i will have
cost c(i) where c : T → R+ is the cost function. The goal here is to find
the true hypotheses by performing a sequence of tests with as low cost as
possible. If H is the random variable for the hypotheses, and Xi is the random
variable for the outcome of test i, then in the noiseless setting, the probability
P (X1, . . . , XB |H = h) is deterministic [34] and otherwise we are in the noisy
setting.

Finding a policy that always leads to the true hypothesis and has the lowest
cost is computationally intractable. Here, a policy is a mapping from the
current observations (of tests) to the remaining tests. More accurately, finding
a policy which has cost at most c∗ × o(log n) is NP-hard, where c∗ is the cost
of optimal policy [34], [35].

There has been some heuristics proposed to solve the noiseless version of
the problem stated above. The two most well known heuristics are Information
Gain and Generalized Binary Search. Both of these algorithms are shown to
have near-optimal cost in the noiseless setting of the problem. Unfortunately, in
the noisy setting these algorithms may perform badly. To tackle this problem,
in [34], another algorithm is proposed which uses the notion of adaptive
submodularity [36], [37]. This algorithm is called EC2. The details of EC2

can be found in the appended [paper III]. In our proposed online decision tree
learning framework, one can easily exploit each of the mentioned algorithms
including Information Gain, Generalized Binary Search and EC2. However,
due to the provided theoretical guarantees for EC2, we mainly focus on this
algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Summary of Included
Papers

In this chapter, we provide a brief summary of the contributions and results
from the papers included in this thesis.

3.1 Paper I

In [paper I], we experimentally investigate the implications of the theoretical
results in [10] applied to deep neural networks, and illustrate how one can
make use of kernel and neural embeddings to improve the generalization and
optimization properties of neural networks. In particular, we design an extensive
set of experiments with a careful choice of kernels which enable us to find better
representations for data inputs.

A key part of this paper is the investigation of an optimized kernel embedding
which is obtained from maximizing the kernel-target alignment. Specifically,
we use the multiple-kernel learning algorithm proposed in [15] to learn a kernel
with a high alignment with label vectors. The corresponding kernel is then
used to find kernel embedding with the Nyström method. We show that using
this kernel embedding reaches the best results in terms of both optimization
and generalization. This result is consistent with the theoretical results in [10],
and provides a practical way to improve the performance of neural networks.

Furthermore, we use kernel embeddings corresponding to neural networks
which also help optimization and generalization. Our results can be a starting
point to extend the recent theoretical results for (shallow) neural networks to
deeper networks.

3.2 Paper II

In [Paper II], we consider the concept of knowledge transfer in neural networks,
which is a practical way to improve the representations learned in small neural
networks. Specifically, in [Paper II] we introduce an optimization framework
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for neural knowledge transfer which uses the privileged knowledge from a large
teacher network in the form of a regularization term. Then the training of the
student is analyzed using the theoretical tools developed for understanding
infinitely wide neural networks.

Our notion of knowledge transfer is general, but we focus on the case that
privileged information is selected from the hidden neurons of a trained teacher
neural network. We also provide extensive experiments for our knowledge
transfer framework demonstrating its various aspects.

3.3 Paper III

[Paper III] introduces a novel framework for the construction of an online
decision tree. This online decision tree is built in a cost-effective manner in
the sense that it queries a low number of features. This cost-effectiveness is
not considered in the classical algorithms for online decision tree learning (e.g.,
VFDT). In addition, our framework is truly online, meaning that we observe
the target variable (i.e., label) only after making the prediction. This condition
is also not met in the VFDT method (and its successors).

In our online learning framework, we employ the well-known posterior
(Thompson) sampling [38] policy to trade off between exploration and exploita-
tion. In simple words, in each online learning session, we sample an environment,
and find the optimal prediction with low cost in the sampled environment.
This is done through using efficient algorithms for low-cost hypothesis/decision
region identification. At the end of the session, we update our knowledge about
the environment which is in the form of a posterior distribution.

Using the theoretical results for Thompson sampling we provide regret
bounds for our framework and evaluate its effectiveness through extensive
experiments. The experiments show that our online decision tree learner
achieves a high level of accuracy with a much lower cost compared to baseline
models. Moreover, using Thompson sampling provides us with a simple and
elegant way to handle a concept-drifting situation in online environments. This
property is also verified in our experiments.



Chapter 4

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we provide brief discussions about the contributions of this
thesis, and point to some possible future directions.

In this thesis we tackled the problem of learning appropriate representations
when we do not have access to enough supervision. We approached this problem
through different scenarios. We first considered the knowledge transfer setting
in which we transfer the knowledge learned in other tasks to the task of interest.
The knowledge transfer scenario was studied with two different but related
approaches:

• Transferring the knowledge available in kernels to improve the represent-
ations learned in neural networks.

• Transferring the knowledge from a large pre-trained teacher model to a
smaller student model which makes the student training more efficient.

Now we continue with an overview of the contributions provided in each of the
items above:

We empirically studied the implications of the theoretical results in [10] to
deeper networks. This was achieved by viewing the layers before the last layer
as constructing better representations of data. We studied various kernel and
neural embeddings, and experimentally showed that these representations can
benefit both generalization and optimization properties of a neural network.
Our experiments involve various benchmark data sets including CIFAR-10,
LSUN [39], and MNIST[40].

Furthermore, we addressed knowledge transfer in neural networks in the
student-teacher scheme. We considered the general concept of privileged
information (reflected in our optimization framework), and provided insights for
related paradigms such as knowledge distillation. We also conducted extensive
numerical studies which confirms the effectiveness of the student-teacher scheme
in efficient training of small neural networks, and their generalization power.

Next, we situated ourselves in an online learning environment where we
would like to learn appropriate representations of data inputs which arrive in
an incremental manner as a data stream. We provided a novel and efficient
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framework to learn online decision trees. Our framework does not require
the availability of all feature values, and it only observes the class label after
making a prediction. These properties make our framework completely in
accordance with the general online learning paradigm, and additionally makes
it cost effective (i.e., it does not query all features of incoming data points).

To make our framework cost effective, we exploit an adaptive submodular
surrogate objective function. The objective function is used to find informative
features in a sampled environment which is provided via a posterior sampling
procedure. Using posterior sampling also allows us to address the concept
drift problem in a simple way. We analyze the regret of our online learning
procedure in prior-independent and prior-dependant settings. Our extensive
experiments confirm the cost-effectiveness of our online learning method, and
show its competitiveness with baseline online decision tree learning models.

In the future, we can extend our method in different ways. First, we may
generalize the online learning framework to address machine learning tasks
other than classification (e.g., regression), and be able to accept various data
types. Second, we can replace the active planning part of our framework with
other techniques, including neural networks. For instance, a neural network
might be used to estimate the informativeness of a given feature based on
the previous observations, and thus help with the feature selection procedure.
Lastly, one can extend the current setting to other kinds of feedback, meaning
that we learn from observations other than the true label.
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ABSTRACT

We consider the online decision tree learning problem. Existing works are usually limited in the
settings where labels are given when streaming data arrives, which is impractical in fully online
scenarios; or all features of the data are presented and queried to build the decision tree, which can be
inefficient and costly when the feature dimension is large. Our work provides a fresh perspective to
tackle those limitations. To learn efficiently with less time, we employ a posterior sampling scheme.
To predict efficiently with lower cost, we propose a surrogate objective function on utility of features,
enabling near-optimal performance with low feature acquisition cost. We provide a rigorous regret
guarantee, and illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our framework, via extensive experiments
on various real-world datasets. Our work also enables an exceptionally simple and elegant solution to
the concept drift problem, and is shown to be competitive with baseline models while being more
flexible.

1 Introduction

Decision trees constitute one of the most fundamental and crucial machine learning models, due to their interpretability
and extensibility. An important variant developed for online setting has been employed in various impactful real-world
applications such as medical diagnosis [Podgorelec et al., 2002], intrution detection [Jiang et al., 2013], network
troubleshooting [Rozaki, 2015], etc.

Classical models aim to construct an online decision tree incrementally with streaming data. However, such models
have several disadvantages. First, they require that all features are presented to determine splitting node. However,
querying feature values can be costly in real-world scenarios, e.g., conducting medical tests for medical diagnosis can
be quite expensive. Second, classical models are typically not fully trained online, where labels are assumed to be
known for each point in the data steam. In contrast, our work takes feature acquisition cost (see formal definition in
section 3) into considerations and we aim at the more challenging fully online case: we receive a data point at each step,
and we need make accurate prediction of its label with low feature acquisition cost; the true label will only be observed
after we make the prediction.

Our goal is to construct online decision trees efficiently. Specifically, we interpret the efficiency of our framework from
two aspects: first, it requires less streaming data points (or time steps) to learn a well-performed decision tree, i.e.,
faster learning; second, it incurs lower cost for the label prediction for each data point, i.e., cheaper prediction. We
refer our framework as UFODT, i.e., Utility of Features for Online learning of Decision Trees. As shown in Figure 1,
our framework can be interpreted as an active planning oracle nested within an online learning model.
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Figure 1: The proposed UFODT framework.

The online learning part employs a posterior sampling scheme to learn the environment of the streaming data, which is
guaranteed to have good performance [Osband and Van Roy, 2017]; an additional advantage is that posterior sampling
can effectively leverage data-dependent prior knowledge, which the classical online decision tree models often fail to
capture.

The active planning oracle adopts a decision-theoretic design: we aim to optimize the utility of the features, (informally)
defined as the expected prediction error for the incoming point in the data steam, should we observe the value of the
chosen features. In order to efficiently optimize the utility of features, we consider an adaptive submodular surrogate
objective following the key insight of Golovin et al. [2010] to sequentially query features and their values, which ensure
us to predict accurately with (near-optimal) cost. In particular, the sequential feature query based on the surrogate
objective of utility of features is a natural analogy to the node splitting based on direct objective of information gain in
classical decision tree literature.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We present a novel framework for efficiently constructing online decision trees in a cost-effective manner.

Moreover, our use of surrogate objective as node splitting criteria also brings new algorithmic contributions.
• We provide a rigorous regret guarantee of our framework, and extensive experiments on diverse real-world

datasets verify that our framework is able to achieve better accuracy with much lower cost, compared to
baseline models.

• Based on our framework, we design a simple yet elegant variant to handle concept drift in streaming data, and
we demonstrate the efficacy via various experiments on synthetic datasets.

Overall, the fully online setting and the considerations on feature query cost make it more practical to learn decision
trees in the real world. We believe our unique perspective and flexible framework will enable new opportunities in
online decision tree learning.

2 Related Work

Online Decision Tree. Traditional models consider to build online decision tree (ODT) incrementally. Domingos and
Hulten [2000] first propose VFDT to learn decision tree from streaming data, and use Hoeffding bound to guarantee the
model performance; VFDT later becomes the de facto baseline in this domain. Hulten et al. [2001] propose a variant to
handle concept drift, but the construction for the tree growing process is complicated to implement. Manapragada et al.
[2018] design Hoeffding Anytime Tree as an improvement for VFDT. Das et al. [2019] suggest a bootstrap strategy to
enhance the memory efficiency of VFDT. It is important to note that all those models are not fully online, nor do they
consider feature query cost. Another line of work considers applying reinforcement learning to build decision trees
online [Garlapati et al., 2015, Blake and Ntoutsi, 2018]. However, these works do not have any theoretical guarantees,
nor do they utilize prior knowledge (e.g., on the underlying state transition distributions).

Posterior sampling based online learning. Posterior sampling is first proposed in Thompson [1933] to solve bandit
problems in clinical trials, and the central idea is to select actions according to its posterior probability to be optimal.
It later becomes an important policy in online learning problems, showing excellent performance empirically and
theoretically. Osband et al. [2013], Agrawal and Jia [2017], Fan and Ming [2021] apply posterior sampling and prove
its efficiency in reinforcement learning; this line of work is generally referred to as PSRL. Our work is closest to Chen
et al. [2017a], which adapts PSRL to solve online information acquisition problems; however, in contrast to our work,
Chen et al. [2017a] consider a more constrained application domain of interactive troubleshooting, and fail to tackle
concept drift which is often crucial in data-streaming scenario; in addition, it tackles the hypothesis space in more
restricted ways.

Active feature acquisition. The line of work on active feature acquisition (AFA) seeks to solve specific tasks like
classification when data features are acquirable at a cost. Kapoor and Horvitz [2009] consider the restrictive setting

2
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where features and labels are boolean; Bilgic and Getoor [2007] propose a decision-theoretic strategy with Bayesian
networks to calculate the value of information of features; Shim et al. [2018] suggest a joint framework to dynamically
train the classifier while acquiring features. Conducting AFA online has not been discussed until recently, for example,
Beyer et al. [2020] apply classical information acquisition techniques like information gain to handle streaming data
with missing features.

Adaptive information acquisition for decision making. As fundamentals of sequential decision making, the goal
of those works is to design an adaptive policy to identify an unknown target (i.e., a decision) by sequentially picking
tests and observing outcomes (i.e., acquiring information). There are some greedy heuristics for the adaptive policy,
e.g., Information Gain (IG) [Dasgupta, 2005], which greedily maximize the uncertainty reduction. However, such
greedy heuristics may fail arbitrarily badly. Recently, researchers propose to optimize w.r.t. submodular surrogates,
e.g., EC2 [Golovin et al., 2010], HEC [Javdani et al., 2014], ECED [Chen et al., 2017b], which are proven to have
near-optimal performance with low information acquisition cost. Those policies naturally fit into our problem and can
be used as a plug-in solver in the offline planning phase.

3 Problem Formulation

3.1 Efficient Online Decision Tree Learning

Figure 2: The Naïve Bayes model.

Simply put, our task is to predict labels (classes) of streaming data points by building a decision tree online with
low cost. At each epoch (time) t, we receive a data point xt, whose feature values and label are unknown. To make
prediction for xt, we can gather information by querying feature values; each query incurs a cost. The label of xt will
only be revealed at the end of each epoch after we make the prediction.

We now formally state the online decision tree learning problem. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be the data point with
n features. Let Xi ∈ X ≜ {0, 1} denotes the random variable for the feature value of the ith feature1, and let
Yj ∈ Y ≜ {y1, y2, . . . , ym} be the random variable for the label of the data point. The superscript t denotes that the
data is received at epoch t.

We adopt the common Naïve Bayes assumption to model underlying probabilistic strucutre: P [Yj , X1, . . . , Xn] =
P[Yj ]

∏n
i=1 P [Xi | Yj ], i.e., features are conditionally independent given the class. Since we are in the online setting,

we assume that the joint distribution P [Y,X1, . . . , Xn] is initially unknown (though we may have prior knowledge on
that) and needs to be learned via our online interactions.

We define θij ≜ P [Xi = 1 | Yj ], and assume that θ is distributed by a Beta distribution, Beta(αij , βij). We use
θ = [θij ]n×m to denote the probabilistic table for the data distribution and assume θ ∼ Beta(α,β).

Under the above probabilistic model, each query on a feature value will provide some information about Y . We define
the set of queries as Q ≜ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and a query i ∈ Q will reveal the value of the ith feature. We define cost of the
feature query as c : Q → R≥0. For simplicity, we assume c = 1 for each query.

Upon information gathered from feature query, we make a prediction. We define the loss of our prediction as
l : Y × Y → R+. Our goal is to reach low prediction loss with low query cost on data stream.

We additionally define H = [X1, . . . , Xn] as the random variable for the hypothesis of a data point. Thus, each
hypothesis h corresponds to a full realization of the outcome of all queries in Q. Let h ∈ H ≜ {0, 1}n.

Importantly, the setH can be partitioned into m disjoint decision regions, that each class in Y corresponds to a decision
region. Later, we may use the term “decision region” to implicitly refer “label” or “class”.

1For simplicity, we assume features are binary. Our setting can be easily extended to multicagorical or continuous feature cases.
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Under this construction, our goal then becomes building a decision tree which identifies the decision region for
each data point arriving to us. Such identification of decision region should be done with low cost. This enables a
decision-theoretic perspective as follows.

3.2 Utility of Features

At each epoch, we perform a set of queris F ∈ Q, and let the outcome vector be xF , which can be conceived as a
partial realization for the hypothesis h of x.

Let y be our label prediction, and denote its associated loss w.r.t. the true data label ytrue as l. We cab then naturally
define the utility of y as u ≜ −l and the conditional expected utility of y upon observing xF as U (y | xF ) ≜
Eytrue [u(ytrue, y) | xF ]. Note that we could define the utility similarly upon h, since h is the full realization of features.

Definition 1. (Utility of features xF )

U (xF ) ≜ max
y∈Y

U (y | xF ) .

Here, U(xF ) represents the maximal expected utility achievable given xF . This formulation is similar to the value of
information [Howard, 1966], and can connect with the generalization error of the classical empirical risk minimization
framework [Vapnik, 1992], however, what we would like to emphasize here is that such utility relies on the partial
realization of features, that we seek to find the cheapest query set F to achieve the maximal utility.

We then define the decision region for y as the set of hypotheses for which y is the optimal label prediction:

Definition 2. (Decision region for y)

Ry ≜ {h : U(y | h) = U(h)}.

Directly optimizing U(xF ) is usually intractable, and greedy heuristics may fail or be costly, as described in Section 2.
In the next, we will show how we may use a surrogate objective of U(xF ) by the notion of decision regions to achieve
near optimal query planning.

4 Proposed Framework

In this section, we present our UFODT framework for efficient online decision tree learning. The high-level structure is
presented in Figure 1, which can be conceived as an offline planning oracle nested within on online learning model. We
use the posterior sampling strategy for the online learning model, and a surrogate optimization algorithm on utility of
features for the offline planning oracle.

4.1 Online Learning by Posterior Sampling

Assume that we have access to the prior of the environment parameter θ. Firstly, at the beginning of each epoch t, we
sample θt from the (posterior) distribution of θ. Then, we run a adaptive policy which sequentially queries features (i.e.,
splitting nodes) of xt, in order to optimize some objectives (e.g., information gain, utility of features, etc.); importantly,
such a policy can be conceived as an offline oracle, as its planning is fixed upon each sampled θt. The policy will
suggest a label prediction for xt. Finally, the true label for xt is revealed, and is then used to update the posterior of θ
together with the query observation xF .

Below is the pseudo-code.

Algorithm 1 Online Decision Tree Learning
Input: Prior P(θ).

1: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
2: Sample θt ∼ Beta(αt−1,βt−1) and receive xt;
3: Call Algorithm 3 with θt to sequentially query features (i.e., splitting nodes) and make prediction;
4: Observe xt

F and true label ytj ;
5: Call Algorithm 2 to obtain Beta(αt,βt)
6: end for
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Algorithm 2 Posterior Update
Input: xt

F ; ytj ; (αt−1,βt−1).

1: for each (i, xi) ∈ xt
F do

2: if xi = 1 then αt
ij ← αt−1

ij + 1

3: else βt
ij ← βt−1

ij + 1
4: end if
5: end for

4.2 Planning by Surrogate Optimization

In the planning phase, we seek to optimize an objective of U(xF ) given the sampled environment. As mentioned
earlier, traditional works usually use greedy heuristics (e.g., information gain) to optimize for that, which may fail
arbitrarily badly. We instead propose to optimize for the surrogate objective of U(xF ). Specifically, we adopt the
EC2 algorithm [Golovin et al., 2010], which uses the equivalence class edge cut as the surrogate objective of U(xF ).
Importantly, this surrogate objective is proved to be adaptive submodular, thus is near optimal, allowing us to make
accurate prediction with low cost. Below we present the general statement of EC2, where the description is adapted
from Chen et al. [2017b], Golovin et al. [2010].

We define a weighted graph G = (H, E), where E ≜
⋃

y ̸=y′ {{h, h′} : h ∈ Ry, h
′ ∈ Ry′}, denoting the pairs of

hypotheses with different labels. We define the weight of each edge as w ({h, h′}) ≜ P(h) · P (h′). Specifically, P(h)
may be conceived as posterior distribution upon query of some feature values. We define the weight of a set of edges as
w (E′) ≜

∑
{h,h′}∈E′ w ({h, h′}). Therefore, performing a feature query is considered as cutting an edge, which can

also be conceived as removing inconsistent hypotheses with all their associated edges. We thus have the edge set E (xi)

cut after observing the outcome of a feature query xi: E (xi) ≜ {{h, h′} ∈ E : P [xi | h] = 0 ∨ P [xi | h′] = 0}.
We now formally define the EC2 objective as:

fEC2 (xF ) ≜ w

(⋃

v∈F
E (xv)

)
,

and the score of feature query is defined as:

∆EC2 (u | xF ) ≜ w

( ⋃

v∈F∪u

E (xv)

)
− w

(⋃

v∈F
E (xv)

)
.

The policy πEC2 will greedily query the feature which maximizes the gain cost ratio ∆EC2 (v | xF ) /c(v) and stops
when only one decision region exists. We present the algorithm in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Planning by Surrogate Optimization
1: Sample hypotheses by calling Algorithm 4
2: O = ∅
3: while stopping condition for EC2 not reached do
4: Use EC2 to determine next feature i ∈ Q
5: Query feature i
6: Add (i, xi) to O
7: Update P(h | O)
8: end while
9: Return the decision region y

4.3 Hypothesis Sampling Procedure

To reduce the number of hypotheses we use a sampling procedure sketched in Algorithm 4. In this algorithm we first
sample a decision region using the prior distribution over the classes and then we exploit the current estimate of θ to
build a new sample.
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Algorithm 4 Hypotheses Sampling

1: H̃ ← ∅
2: Sample decision regions from P(Y )
3: for each sampled decision region j do
4: h← ∅
5: for each i ∈ Q do
6: Sample Xi ∼ Bernoulli(θij)
7: Add the sample to h
8: end for
9: H̃ = H̃ ∪ h

10: end for

4.4 Handling Concept Drift

Concept drift is a crucial problem in streaming scenarios, where the dependency of features on the data label is changing
over time. Classical ODTs use complicated updating criteria to handle concept drift [Hulten et al., 2001]. Thanks to our
posterior sampling scheme, we are able to adopt an exceptionally easy solution to tackle the concept drift problem, by
simply adding two lines of codes upon Algorithm 2, which is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Non-Stationary Posterior Update [Russo et al., 2017]
Input: xt

F ; ytj ; (αt−1,βt−1); γ; (ᾱ, β̄).

1: αt ← (1− γ)αt−1 + γᾱ
2: βt ← (1− γ)βt−1 + γβ̄
3: for each (i, xi) ∈ xt

F do
4: if xi = 1 then
5: αt

ij ← αt−1
ij + 1

6: else
7: βt

ij ← βt−1
ij + 1

8: end if
9: end for

This inspiration comes from non-stationary Thompson Sampling [Russo et al., 2017]. The central idea is that we need to
keep exploring in order to learn the time-varying concept. This technique encourages exploration by adding a discount
parameter γ for the history, and injecting a random distribution Beta(ᾱ, β̄) to increase uncertainty.

5 Algorithm Analysis

Since we are dealing with the fully online case, it is appropriate to examine the performance of our algorithm by regret
analysis. In this section, we provide a guarantee on the regret bound of our framework by a direct adaptation of the
results from Osband et al. [2013], Chen et al. [2017a]. Proof details can be found in the Appendix.

Let U(π) ≜ Eh [maxy∈Y Eytrue [u(ytrue, y) | S(π, h)]] be the expected utility of features achieved by a policy π; here,
S(π, h) represents the set of features and its values queried by policy π upon a hypothesis h.

As proved by Golovin and Krause [2011], we know that πEC2

achieves the same utility as the optimal policy π∗ under a
same environment θ, with at most (2 ln (1/pmin) + 1) · cπ∗ query cost, where pmin denotes the minimal probability of
a hypothesis h across environments and cπ∗ represents the cost of the optimal policy. Simply put, EC2 has the same
prediction as the optimal policy, while having slightly higher cost.

Let θ⋆ be the true environment and θt be the sampled environment at epoch t, we have:
Definition 3. (Immediate regret at epoch t)

∆t ≜ U(π∗
θ⋆)− U(πEC2

θt ).

The total regret until epoch T is then Regret(T ) =
∑T

t=1 ∆
t. Let H = (2 ln (1/pmin) + 1) · cπ∗ denote the worst-case

cost (i.e., number of queries) of EC2 in any epoch, S be the number of possible realization of H queries, n be the total
number of features, we thus have the following regret bound for Algorithm 1 based on the result of Osband et al. [2013]:
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Theorem 4. (Expected total regret at epoch T )

E[Regret(T )] = O(HS
√
nT log(SnT )).

Notice that this bound depends on the worst-case cost, which could potentially be huge, and it is prior-independent such
that the effect of prior knowledge by the posterior sampling scheme is not reflected.

We here in addition provide a prior-dependent bound based on recent results from Russo and Van Roy [2016], Lu et al.
[2021]:

Theorem 5. (Prior dependent expected regret)

E[Regret(T )] ≤
√

Γ̄H(θ⋆)T .

Here, Γ̄ is the maximal information ratio2 of the algorithm, and H(θ⋆) represents the initial entropy of θ⋆. A more
informative prior will lead to smaller value of H(θ⋆), hence a better bound; this also aligns with our observations in
Figure 8, showing that our framework has the advantage over traditional ODT models that we can effectively use prior
knowledge.

6 Experimental Results

In this section, we study the empirical evaluation of our methods on various datasets. Unless otherwise specified, we
assume that we have a uniform prior on θ for each dataset initially. We evaluate the methods introduced in sections
4 from different aspects. We compute the average number of queries per session (i.e., per data point) to compare the
costs of different algorithms. We also evaluate the classification performance on the training data during learning.
Furthermore, we measure the generalization power of different classifiers via a holdout test dataset.

Datasets. We have used four stationary datasets in our experiments that are standard binary classification datasets
taken from UCI repository [Dua and Graff, 2017]. For concept drifting experiments, we adopt the non-stationary
Stagger dataset [Widmer and Kubat, 1996, López Lobo, 2020], where each data has three nominal attributes and the
target concept will change abruptly at some point.

Algorithms. The VFDT algorithm [Domingos and Hulten, 2000] is used as a classical baseline ODT model. Within
our proposed UFODT framework, we use three classical greedy strategies as baselines to compare with EC2. The
Information Gain (IG) algorithm, selects the feature that maximizes the reduction of entropy in labels. Similarly,
Uncertainty Sampling (US) finds the feature causing the highest reduction in entropy of hypotheses. We also use
random feature selection which randomizes the order of querying features.

We present and discuss the results of our experiments on different datasets as follows.

6.1 Experiments on stationary datasets

The UCI datasets used in our experiments are: LED Display Domain, Zoo, SPECT Heart, and Congressional Voting
Records which have 7, 153, 22, and 16 binary features respectively. The algorithms used here are UFODT-EC2,
UFODT-IG, UFODT-US, and UFODT-random all of which are using the method described in Algorithm 1. UFODT-IG,
UFODT-US, and UFODT-random change the criterion determining the next queried feature to Information Gain,
Uncertainty Sampling, and random respectively.
Utility and label complexity. Figure 3 shows the average label complexity (the number of features queried during one
session) during training as a function of the total number of hypotheses sampled. Figure 4 shows the total utility during
training versus the total number of sampled hypotheses. If a dataset is balanced we use accuracy as the utility whereas
we use f-measure for imbalanced datasets. We observe that UFODT-EC2 yields the lowest label complexity in three
cases and its utility is competitive compared to the best results. This observation shows that the UFODT-EC2 tends to
find more informative features to query, meaning that with less number of features (lower cost) it can reach a good
utility. UFODT-IG also yields a better label complexity than random feature selection and UFODT-US. On the other
hand, both UFODT-random and UFODT-US required high label complexities which do not help them to yield high
utilities. There is also one case (Voting Records) in which UFODT-EC2 has the highest cost. This high cost helps the

2Details can be found in the Appendix, and we leave the exact analytical form of Γ̄ as the future work.
3The zoo dataset has 17 features two of which are not binary.
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algorithm to reach a utility that is significantly higher than any other algorithm.

Train and test utilities during training. Figures 5 and 6 show the utility (accuracy or f-measure) of the predictions
over the training data points seen so far and the utility over a holdout test dataset. In order to compute the utility over
the test dataset, we use the the current estimation of the parameters of the conditional distribution (i.e., the estimated θ
at time t) to obtain the test predictions. In this case, we do not have feature selection and we assume all features of a test
datapoint are available. For LED, Zoo and Heart datasets, we observe that the UFODT-EC2 algorithm reaches a very
good utility during training despite its lower cost. In the case of Voting Recodrs dataset, we can see that UFODT-EC2

reaches a significantly higher utility in the first steps of training with a slightly higher cost. In Figure 6 we have included
the test utility results from the VFDT algorithm as well. We note that this algorithm requires access to full features
and class label while training, unlike the other methods. We observe that our algorithm reaches test utilities that are
comparable with VFDT despite its lower cost, and we perform even better than VFDT in the case of LED and Heart
datasets.
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Figure 3: Training cost vs. #sampled hypotheses. UFODT-EC2 has the lowest cost in three cases.
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Figure 4: Training utility vs. #sampled hypotheses. We observe that despite the low cost in UFODT-EC2, its utility is
close to other methods. In the Voting Records dataset, it reaches a significantly higher utility with a slightly higher cost
than others.
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Figure 5: Training utility during training iterations. UFODT-EC2 reaches a good utility during training steps with low
cost. For the Voting Records dataset, it reaches a high utility in the first steps with a slightly higher cost than others.

6.2 Experiments with Concept Drift Dataset

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of our framework under the concept drifting setting.
Under this setting, the non-stationary nature of the online data impose extra difficulty for online decision tree learning
problem. To handle with the non-stationary distribution, we adopt the non-stationary Thompson sampling introduced
in Russo et al. [2017]. Detailed descriptions can be found in Algorithm 5.

To simulate the concept drift scenarios, we adopt the Stagger dataset [Widmer and Kubat, 1996, López Lobo, 2020].
In this dataset, each data has three attributes, namely shape ∈ {circular, non-circular}, size ∈ {small, medium, large},
color ∈ {red, green}. Initially, the instances are labeled as positive if (color=red)∧(size=small). There are in total two
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Figure 6: Test utility during training iterations. We see that UFODT-EC2 reaches test utilities comparable with the ones
from VFDT despite its lower cost, and we perform even better than VFDT in the case of LED and Heart datasets.
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Figure 7: Time step vs. Test accuracy on Stagger dataset. Each shaded area corresponds to one target concept and the
vertical dashed line is the point where concept drifting happens.

concept drifting that happens abruptly at some point. After the first and the second concept drifting, the positive concept
will be (color=green)∨(shape=circular) and (size=medium)∨(size=large), respectively. In our experiments, we generate
60 data for each concept, and 200 data for testing. The concept drifting happens after iteration 60 and 120. To make
the conclusion more robust, we repeat each experiment with 10 random seeds and report the averaged results along
with one-standard error. In the next, we seek to understand the following questions through our carefully designed
experiments.

Test Accuracy vs. Time step. In Figure 7, we report the results of UFODT-EC2, UFODT-IG and UFODT-US with both
standard Thompson sampling and non-stationary Thompson sampling (denoted with Adaptive). For all of our methods,
we adopt the uniform prior. On the left, we can observe that all the three methods with non-stationary Thompson
sampling can adapt to the abrupt concept drift much faster, and also achieve higher test accuracy. We also compared
these three methods against to VFDT in the right figure. Though, initially, VFDT can achieve higher accuracy than our
methods, it has a big drop in accuracy after both the first and second concept drifting. This demonstrates advantages of
our methods in quickly adapting to new concepts over VFDT. In addition, we also report the averaged total number
of feature queries as a cost measure in Table 1. We observe that our approaches requires significantly fewer feature
queries (or lower cost) but still achieve higher accuracy than VFDT (see Figure 8 left).

The impact of priors. UFODT can easily incorporate expert’s knowledge by using the corresponding prior distribution,
which shows that UFODT is more flexible than classic decision tree learning algorithms. To simulate different
experts, we generate a collection of priors that interpolate between the uniform prior (uninformative) and the ‘optimal’
prior (expert). We report the average test accuracy for different priors in Figure 8. We observe that as the quality of the
prior improves, the average test accuracy will also increase and surpass VFDT by a larger margin. In general, with more
informative priors, our approaches will also performs better, which is consistent with the regret analysis in Theorem 5.

The impact of #sampled hypothesis. Since UFODT relies on hypothesis sampling (See Algorithm 4) for constructing
the graph, we further test how is the performance affected by the number of sampled hypothesis. The results are

Table 1: The averaged total number of feature queried.

Method UFODT-EC2 UFODT-IG UFODT-US VFDT
(Adaptive) (Adaptive) (Adaptive)

Cost ↓ 343.3± 11.0 350.6± 5.1 477.0± 13.9 720.0
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Figure 8: Quality of prior vs. test accuracy. Along x-axis, larger value corresponds to more accurate prior.
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Figure 9: The effect of #sampled hypothesis on the test accuracy.

presented in Figure 9. As expected, as the number of sampled hypothesis increases, the test accuracy will also increase.
However, the test accuracy usually saturates around #Sampled hypothesis=8 or 10. This shows that enumerating all the
possible hypothesis may not be necessary, which can potentially save the computational cost.

7 Conclusion

We developed a novel framework for online decision tree problem which does not require availability of class labels
when streaming data arrives, nor presence of all features which can be inefficient and costly. Within the framework,
we employed a posterior sampling scheme in order to learn the unknown parameters efficiently. To predict (plan)
efficiently, we developed a surrogate objective function on utility of features with near optimal performance and low
feature acquisition cost. Our framework also provides a simple and elegant solution to the concept drift problem, which
is competitive with baseline models while being more flexible. We then analyzed the regret of the online learning
scheme in prior-independent and prior-dependent settings. Finally, we investigated the proposed framework on several
datasets and showed its effectiveness in different settings.
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8 Supplementary Material

1 Proofs of The Main Theorems

1.1 Proof of Theorem 4

While in Section 6.1, we have discussed the impact of running algorithms with different numbers of sampled hypotheses,
here for simplicity we consider the optimistic case that we have sampled a sufficient number of times from the decision
region P(Y ), such that all hypotheses with non-zero probability inH are enumerated4.

Proof. Our results relies on the posterior sampling for reinforcement learning (PSRL) bound as follows:
Theorem 6. (Theorem 1 of Osband et al. [2013]) Consider learning to optimize a random finite horizon M =
(B,A, RM , PM , H, ρ) in T repeated time epochs, where B denotes the state set with cardinality S, A denotes the
action set with cardinality A, RM denotes the reward function, PM

i (s′ | s) represents the transition probability from
state s to state s′ upon choosing action i, H represents the time horizon (i.e., number of actions) of each epoch, ρ is the
initial state distribution, and consider running the following algorithm: at the beginning of each epoch, we update
a prior distribution over M and takes a sample from the resulting posterior distribution, then we follow the policy
which is the optimal for this sampled distribution to take actions sequentially during the epoch. Then, for any prior
distribution of M , we have the expected regret for our algorithm as follows:

E [Regret (T )] = O(HS
√

AT log(SAT )).

Our problem can be viewed as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) with a posterior sampling
algorithm, thus we can directly adapt the above bound. Specifically:

• Time horizon H: The number of feature queries made during each epoch can be considered as the time horizon.
This aligns with our definition of H in Section 5.

• Set of actions A: Each feature query at a certain time step within an epoch can be considered as an action.
Thus the cardinality A in the above bound is equivalent to n where n is defined as number of features.

• Set of states B: Intuitively, we take each action based on current observations from the feature query. Thus,
each sequential query set with the resulting outcomes can be considered as a state. The number of possible
realizations during an epoch is then equivalent to the cardinality of the state set S.

• Transition probability PM
i (s′ | s): This can be fully specified by P[Xi | Y ] as described in Section 3.

• Initial distribution ρ: Similarly, this can be fully specified by P[Xi | Y ] and the given P[Y ].
• Reward function RM : We consider the reward to be the expected utility achieved upon termination. To be

specific, we receive zero reward if the algorithm continues to query features (i.e., stopping condition not
reached), and receive expected reward U(π | h) ≜ maxy∈Y Eytrue [u(ytrue, y) | S(π, h)] upon termination by
the proposed policy based on the true hypothesis.

• Optimal policy for M : As illustrated in Section 5, our offline planning algorithm EC2 achieves the same utility
as the optimal policy under the same environment θ. Thus, πEC2

θt can be considered as the optimal policy for
the sampled M in each epoch.

By replacing the notations on the cardinality of the action space in Theorem 6, we have the expected regret of Algorithm
1 as E[Regret(T )] = O(HS

√
nT log(SnT )), thus we complete the proof. □

1.2 Proof of Theorem 5

This prior-dependent bound for posterior sampling is first proposed by Russo and Van Roy [2016] for the multi-armed
bandit problems. The core of the analysis is the information ratio, which precisely captures the exploration-exploitation
tradeoff of the policy at each time epoch.

Such a bound may be potentially “better” than the previous bound in terms of its dependence on the (supremum of)
information ratio and the dependence on the initial epistemic uncertainty of the environment. Firstly, the information
ratio can be bounded by certain “dimension” of the problem (e.g., the feature dimension of linear bandits), which can
be vastly smaller than the cardinality of action/state space. Secondly, the initial epistemic uncertainty reflects our prior
knowledge on the environment, which previous regret bounds cannot benefit from.

4In a weaker form, it has been proved in Chen et al. [2017a] that sampling only the most likely hypotheses will leads to just an
additive factor to the regret bound. Our framework holds the similar argument, while enjoying a simpler hypothesis generating
scheme.



Proof. We define the information ratio of Algorithm 1 as follows:

ΓEC2

t =

(
E
[
U (π∗

θ⋆)− U
(
πEC2
θt

)])2

Eh

[
I
(
θ⋆; (xπEC2

θt
, yt, h) | Ht−1

)] ,

where xπEC2
θt

represents all the queries and the associated outcomes made by EC2 under the sampled θt, Ht−1 represents
all the decision and observation history up to the epoch t− 1, and I(·) represents the mutual information (i.e., entropy
reduction). We omit the Eh, Ht−1 and h terms in the following to simplify notations.

Simply put, the numerator is the square of the expected immediate regret at epoch t, and the denominator captures the
expected information gain on the true environment θ⋆ by implementing the current policy. The information ratio as a
whole can be interpreted as “the expected regret incurred per bit of information acquired” [Russo et al., 2017].

Define the maximal information ratio for the algorithm as Γ̄ = maxt∈{1,...,T} ΓEC2

t . Following the proof in Proposition
1 of Russo and Van Roy [2016], we derive the bound of Algorithm 1 as follows:

E[Regret(T )] =
T∑

t=1

E
[
U (π∗

θ⋆)− U
(
πEC2
θt

)]

=
T∑

t=1

√
ΓEC2

t I
(
θ⋆; (θt,xπEC2

θt
, yt)

)

≤

√√√√Γ̄T
T∑

t=1

I
(
θ⋆; (θt,xπEC2

θt
, yt)

)
(by Jensen’s inequality)

≤
√

Γ̄H (θ⋆)T (by the chain rule of mutual information).

This is exactly the bound we provide in Theorem 5. A promising direction to find the closed form of Γ̄ (and the
“dimension” of the problem) is to utilize the auxiliary function of entropy by Chen et al. [2017b] to establish a connection
between immediate regret and information gain, which we will leave for future work.


